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Q1,(a) Explain the effect of positive feedback in amplifier with the help of orocr< oiagram
What is barkhausan criteria for o-scillation. 

(7)
OR

(a) How many types of multivibrators are there? Draw the circuit diagram of an astable
multivibrator and explain its operation in detail. (l)

(b) Draw the circuit diagram of RC phase-shift oscillator,and explain its operation in

detail and also derive the equation for frequency of osciflation. (6)

'11 .*it"h ,atso exptain the concept of cutoff and
saturation with the help of load line. 

(6)
a2' (a) Draw the circuit of A push pull amplifier and exprain its working. Also, explain that

how the dc components and all the even harmonics
OR I6J

(a) Draw the circuit of class B push-pull amplifier. show that the power conversion t6I
efficiency of this circuit is lg.So/0.

(b) Derive the equaiion for conversion efficiency q of class A direct coupled,resistive

load and also draw the box diagram of the power dissipation in the load and

transistor for two different conditions.

OR
(b) Explain the crossover distortion. What it is caused by and how it is overcome?

Q 3 (a) List the basic processes used in the silicon ptannar technology. Discribe the
epitaxtial growth process.

OR

(a) what is thin and thick fitm technology? what are the various methods in use for
deposition of thin film? 

(7)
(b) List the advantages of lc over discrete component circuit .Draw the cross-section

' view of monolithic lc transistor and compare it with the discrete transistor. (6)

t6l

t6I

t7l



OR

(b) Name the different types of lC packages.

Q:4 (a) what is an opamp? List six characteristics of an ideal opamp.Draw the'schematic

symbol of an opamp ' Also, discuss the characteristics of an opamp in detail. 16l

(a) What are the D.C. characteristics of an Operational amplifier. Explain input BIAS
current with necessary circuit diagram and equation. t6I

(b) Define the common mode rejection ratio (CMRR), and exprain it in detair. (6)

OR

(b) List and explain any four parameters given in manufacturer,s datasheet of a 741c
opemp.

.Q.5 Answer in short. (euiz questions.)

1' What is the equation of frequency of oscillation in wienbridege oscillator.
2. what is the requirement of osciilation as far as kAv is concerned.?
3' What factor determine the maximum frequency of oscillation of a transistor?4. What is lC ?

5. Explain word "Epitaxy.

6 List all the basic building blocks of an opamp.

T.Explain the meaning of open roop and crosed roop operation of an op-amp.

I How many active devices are there in crass A push-puil amprifier ?

9' what type of bias is used in a true crass B push-pufl amprifier ?

10' which type of a transistor amplifier is used to remove crossover distortion.?

(6)
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